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SUMMARY 
 

 

Realist foreign-policy pundits have become synonymous with ‘neorealists’, who 
prefer a negotiated end to the Russia-Ukraine war to restore stability to the 
relationship between great powers in the international system. However, 
realism cannot be treated as a monolithic theory of international relations. It 
includes also ‘classical realism’, which derives state conduct from domestic 
politics rather than international structure.  

This CEPS Explainer highlights several qualitative insights about the war derived 
from classical realism, which seem more relevant to the conduct of Western 
foreign policy. These insights make a convincing case for continuing and 
perhaps increasing the military support to enable Ukraine to liberate further 
territory. 

The first is the acknowledgement that the Western nations have a significant 
interest in enforcing the principle of non-aggression and restore deterrence to 
the European security system, which Russia seeks to overthrow. The second 
insight is into the psychology of the Kremlin’s escalation potential, which 
depends on the Russian people’s willingness to sacrifice and on diplomatic 
pressure exerted by China (and India). The third is that the military investment 
in Ukraine pays off with very high dividends and with the degradation of 
Russia’s fighting power as an additional benefit to NATO. 
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t has become unpopular in public debates on both sides of the Atlantic to take a 
‘realist’ stance on the Russia-Ukraine war.  

This is because the most vocal realist pundits can be described as ‘neorealist’, who 
believe there is an urgent need to halt the war before it spirals out of control. Believing 
in the need to cut a deal with Russia, they tend to question the wisdom of open-ended 
arms deliveries to Ukraine.  

The unpopularity of neorealist foreign policy pundits is warranted insofar as their 
exclusive focus on the risk of escalation makes them blind to both Russia’s imperial 
intention and the significant Western interest in defending the long-standing European 
(and worldwide) principle of non-aggression. These factors give Western countries a 
convincing case for continuing – and perhaps upscaling – their support for Ukraine.  

BREAKING DOWN THE NEOREALIST ARGUMENTS 

Several examples of neorealist commentaries deserve mention by way of introduction.  

One line of argumentation is that the danger of escalating against a nuclear power that 
will become increasingly desperate if it were to lose the war urgently requires a 
negotiated settlement (or, at least, to lay the groundwork for the difficult questions to be 
negotiated in the future). Another is that the provision of assistance should be 
manipulated to bring Kyiv to the negotiation table because the US from a global 
perspective has little interest in border changes inside Ukraine.  

A third argument is that finding a settlement is in the interest of preventing the 
emergence of a Sino-Russian alliance that actively seeks to challenge Western hegemony. 
The fourth and perhaps most controversial neorealist voice (John Mearsheimer) blames 
Russia’s aggression on NATO’s supposed intent to make Ukraine a member of the alliance 
and warns that the absence of a willingness to compromise would only lead down a 
perilous path of escalation that could lead to nuclear war. 

To put the commentaries into perspective, we must clarify what defines ‘neorealism’ as 
a paradigm of realist international relations theory. Neorealism arrives at foreign policy 
explanations predominantly or solely from the structure of the international system, 
namely the balance of power between states.  

According to neorealists, states find themselves in an anarchical system where they 
cannot trust the intentions of other states. Because states can only rely on themselves 
for survival, one can expect them to choose war as an option to prevent the emergence 
of a strong counter-coalition. Russia’s behaviour in the face of a competing military 
alliance encroaching on its border is no exception – since Russia has a vital interest in 
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https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/05/05/why-washington-should-take-russian-nuclear-threats-seriously/?tpcc=recirc_latest062921
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/ukraine/ukraine-war-will-end-negotiations
https://www.defensepriorities.org/explainers/american-interests-in-the-ukraine-war
https://www.defensepriorities.org/explainers/american-interests-in-the-ukraine-war
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/11/opinion/ukraine-war-realist-strategy.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/11/opinion/ukraine-war-realist-strategy.html
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/ukraine/playing-fire-ukraine
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/ukraine/playing-fire-ukraine
https://www.amazon.com/Theory-International-Politics-Kenneth-Waltz/dp/1577666704
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keeping Ukraine out of NATO and the Western orbit, it is willing to go to great lengths, 
and perhaps the ultimate length of nuclear weapons, in pursuit of this interest.  

However, because neorealism understands international politics abstractly as balancing 
behaviour, it inadequately considers the motivations that actually drive Russia’s foreign 

policy. As the war evolves, it seems increasingly 
difficult to make the case that Russia’s aggression 
stems from insecurity and concerns about 
national survival, as neorealism suggests.  

Russia has accepted the prospects of Finnish and 
Swedish NATO membership with little blustering 
despite both having to face a new 1 300-
kilometer NATO land border and becoming the 

only non-NATO country in the Baltic Sea. Russia over many years has voiced many times 
the alleged threat from NATO but President Putin, in his justification for attacking 
Ukraine, mostly lamented the allegedly unjust border decisions made by the former 
Soviet Union, which deprived Russia a big chunk of territory that it controlled when it was 
a Tsarist Empire. Russia’s landgrabs through sham referendums in south-eastern Ukraine 
suggest that territorial expansion is its real – or at least its primary – objective. 

The mounting empirical evidence requires a rethink of the assumptions that have driven 
the neorealist punditry thus far. Their recommendations to simply cut a deal with Russia 
rests on shaky ground without an assessment of the Russian objectives and its logic of 
power. Therefore, they err on the side of foreign policy restraint.  

As the theory of international relations most refined to explain a world characterised by 
security competition between states, realism in principle should offer the best tools to 
devise a balanced foreign policy course on questions of conflict and war. Foreign policy 
prudence should always be a point of departure – Western countries must of course be 
wary about the risk of escalation against a nuclear power that may become more 
desperate with setbacks on the battlefield. 

But prudence must not come at the expense of the West’s interest in helping Ukraine 
and weakening Russia, without a doubt the most defiant competitor to the West itself 
and the European order it underwrites. 

As the war evolves, it seems 
increasingly difficult to make 
the case that Russia’s aggression 
stems from insecurity and 
concerns about national 
survival, as neorealism suggests. 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/putin-russia-will-respond-if-nato-sets-up-infrastructure-finland-sweden-2022-06-29/
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/67828
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WHAT CLASSICAL REALISM OFFERS 

Russia’s motivations as they clash with Western interests may be better apprehended 
from the perspective of classical realism, a paradigm with a different conception of 
interests and power politics.  

Classical realists derive state conduct from domestic politics rather than the structure of 
the international system. They highlight the fact that states in most instances are not 
merely preoccupied with security and national survival and, therefore, understand the 
national interest in broader terms like power and glory that motivate state leaders. They 
acknowledge the role of moral and ethics in international politics, although they would 
always confine them to the concrete circumstances of time and place to prevent idealism 
from resulting in tragedy. Classical realists typically distinguish between status quo and 
revisionist states, the latter of which may resort to aggression not because of national 
survival but because they believe they cannot have their interests sufficiently served 
within the existing international order. 

Classical realism seems to offer several relevant insights about the war as it plays out. 
While Western nations see no vital interest in Ukraine (which would require them to fight 
for it), they do see an interest that is significant enough in preserving the established 
principle in Europe that aggression must not be allowed to pay off. The Western nations 
want to equip Ukraine with the means to withstand Russia, not  primarily because this 
serves the idealistic purpose of saving a foreign nation from submission and conquest but 
because the alternative might be unleashing a dangerous precedent of revisionist claims 
that will undermine the long-standing European order based on peaceful relations 
between states.  

The West acts from the impulse that they need to help Ukraine resist Russia’s revisionist 
ambitions, a geopolitical rival bent on restoring its former glory to the detriment of an 
order that has guaranteed peace and prosperity in Europe for several generations now. 
And naturally, the weakening of Russia’s military capability by Ukrainian forces will also 
reduce the threat it poses to NATO. 

It follows from an emphasis on domestic politics, moreover, that classical realism views 
conflict not as a bare disagreement over the balance of power but as a psychological 
process. Foreign policy develops not in a vacuum but in an evolving interaction with both 
friends and foes.  

Ukraine in 2022 was not the Ukraine of 2014, when Crimea was quickly seized by ‘green 
men’ but a country with a strong sense of nationhood that is well worth the military 
investment. As it became clear that Russia was losing on the battlefields around Kyiv, the 
argument that Ukraine should quickly sue for peace rather than keep fighting lost 
momentum.  

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/palgrave.ip.8800217
https://calmann-levy.fr/livre/paix-et-guerre-entre-les-nations-9782702134696
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/international-law-and-world-order/classical-realist-approach-to-international-law-the-world-of-hans-morgenthau/16AF6F4539CBB963A9BDC2C9B9B27498
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2539149#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2539149#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-63724710
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/official_texts_193719.htm
https://www.csis.org/analysis/end-beginning-ukraine
https://www.csis.org/analysis/end-beginning-ukraine
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/98/6/1873/6754149?redirectedFrom=fulltext&login=true
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/98/6/1873/6754149?redirectedFrom=fulltext&login=true
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/ukraine/putins-next-move-ukraine
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/ukraine/putins-next-move-ukraine
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Since then, Western countries only became more brazen in their supply of weapons to 
turn the tide of the war, so far resulting in the successful Ukrainian counteroffensives 
around Kharkiv, into the Donbas, and to Kherson. Nothing seems to indicate a decline in 
the Ukrainian fighting spirit – opinion polls show that 70 % of respondents want to 
continue the war with Russia until they achieve victory, and 91 % said victory means 
recapturing all Ukrainian territory seized by Russia, including Crimea.  

RUSSIA’S LOGIC OF POWER 

Understanding the Russian adversary requires paying attention to its domestic politics. 
With the expansion to a partial mobilisation, Putin is probing the willingness of the 
Russian people to make the human and economic sacrifices for his war, while drafting 
conscripts predominantly in the poorer and peripheral regions of his country. Diverting 
spending from consumption to defence and demanding the further lives of young men, 
Putin has raised the stakes in an increasingly unpopular war that also seems to have 
affected his own approval ratings, especially against the backdrop of setbacks on the 
battlefield.  

From the outside, it remains hard to judge whether he has truly jeopardised the so-called 
social contract with the Russian people that has kept him in power for more than two 
decades. The West does not know Russia’s redlines beyond which it could escalate the 
war further, and Putin may not know this himself before he faces his next major foreign 
policy dilemma. But the political availability of domestic resources for war cannot be 
ignored when assessing whether Putin can afford further rounds of mobilisation.  

Interpreting the Russian adversary also requires giving attention to its relations with 
China and India. China and India both have growing concerns about the war, which hold 
important implications about Russia’s temptation to use nuclear weapons. This fear 
increased after Russia’s nuclear blustering and because of the prospect that Ukraine may 
liberate further territory that Russia has ‘annexed’.  

Beijing’s strong warnings against the use of nuclear weapons seems to have played an 
important role in pressuring the Kremlin to abandon its nuclear threats over Ukraine. 
Russia seems to be acting from the conviction (for economic or diplomatic reasons) that 
it cannot afford estrangement with Beijing and New Delhi as it already suffers under 
Western sanctions and isolation. Russia’s loss of prestige after its withdrawal from the 
newly annexed Kherson does not seem to have brought it closer to nuclear escalation. 
The West must fear nuclear war but also the diplomatic consequences of prematurely 
giving into nuclear coercion.  

The Kremlin raised the stakes in Ukraine with its bombardments against civilian 
infrastructure and its partial mobilisation to consolidate its newly annexed landgrabs. On 

https://thehill.com/policy/international/3627782-why-the-us-is-becoming-more-brazen-with-its-ukraine-support/
https://www.voanews.com/a/poll-shows-ukrainians-resolved-to-fight-until-victory/6796951.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidaxe/2022/09/11/the-russian-army-is-losing-a-battalion-every-day-as-ukrainian-counterattacks-accelerate/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/ukraine-conflict-sanctions-set-blow-hole-russias-finances-2022-11-02/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/surge-russias-defence-security-spending-means-cuts-schools-hospitals-2023-2022-11-22/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/surge-russias-defence-security-spending-means-cuts-schools-hospitals-2023-2022-11-22/
https://cepa.org/article/doomed-to-failure-russias-efforts-to-restore-its-military-muscle/
https://meduza.io/feature/2022/11/30/za-peregovory-s-ukrainoy-vystupayut-55-rossiyan-za-prodolzhenie-voyny-tolko-25
https://twitter.com/saradzhyan/status/1575232623156559872/photo/1
https://www.politico.eu/article/putin-admits-china-has-questions-and-concerns-about-ukraine-war/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/09/17/world/modi-putin-russia-ukraine-war-rebuke-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.russiamatters.org/analysis/putins-increasingly-loose-talk-use-nukes
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3198505/no-nuclear-weapons-over-ukraine-chinese-president-xi-jinping-says-clear-message-russia
https://understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-november-6
https://understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-november-6
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the other hand, the retreats from Kyiv, Kharkiv and Kherson suggest that Russia is 
sensitive to the logic of force and will back down if met by firm resistance.  

From the perspective of Western decision-making, moreover, it is important to retain 
that it is likely Ukraine that will carry the costs of destruction if Russia decides to escalate 
further. Russia’s swift reassurance that it had not launched a rocket into Polish territory 
killing two people in November confirms that it is not interested in a war with NATO. 
Under this circumstance, Western countries continue to have a good case for supplying 
Ukraine with the weapons its needs to defend itself and to prevail on the battlefield. This 
concerns notably air defences to withstand Russian attacks against critical infrastructure 
during the cold winter, the long-range weapon systems that have proven crucial to hit 
Russian artillery positions and disrupt logistics, and now perhaps the battle tanks it needs 
to carry on its counteroffensive operations. 

In the final cost-benefit analysis, arming Ukraine comes in at only a fraction of the cost of 
Western defence spending, at around 6 % in the case of the US and less for most 
European countries. The military investment pays off with very high dividends, with no 
boots on the ground and the degradation of Russia’s military capability as an additional 
benefit to NATO’s security, as the alliance will in the coming years increase its 
conventional eastward defence and deterrence.  

It is worth comparing to Afghanistan, where the war effort cost more than USD 2 trillion 
for the US alone and thousands of coalition casualties over 20 years, ultimately to little 
or no avail. Western supporters have so far invested only a tiny fraction of that in Ukraine. 

Neorealists and like-minded pundits sceptical 
about the use of military force in foreign policy 
were right about the misguidedness of the 
Middle East interventions after September 11. 
However, they would commit a fallacy if they 
applied this conclusion today to Ukraine that 
has a much stronger form of nationhood and is 
perfectly able to fight on its own if provided 
with the necessary arms and equipment. 

Neorealist pundits and analysts that ignore the 
domestic drivers and the psychology of the conflict, as prescribed by classical realism, are 
likely to remain detached from the policy debates taking place on both sides of the 
Atlantic. Neorealists are right in warning against the structural maladaptation to the 
Russia threat, whereby the Europeans do not carry the equal defence burden or 
sufficiently contribute militarily to ensuring Ukraine’s success. Their warnings about 
NATO enlargement also seem warranted in light of Ukraine’s renewed membership 
application, which allies remain unlikely to accept (despite the promise given at the 2008 

Neorealist pundits and analysts 
that ignore the domestic drivers 
and the psychology of the conflict, 
as prescribed by classical realism, 
are likely to remain detached from 
the policy debates taking place on 
both sides of the Atlantic. 

https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116178.pdf
https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/09/28/us-russia-china-ukraine-war-arms-weapons-defense-strategy-geopolitics/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russias-defence-ministry-denies-russian-missiles-struck-polish-territory-2022-11-15/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/10/13/ukraine-air-defense/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/09/26/blinken-ukraine-weapons-60-minutes-nasams/
https://ecfr.eu/article/the-leopard-plan-how-european-tanks-can-help-ukraine-take-back-its-territory/
https://cepa.org/article/its-costing-peanuts-for-the-us-to-defeat-russia/
https://www.ifw-kiel.de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/
https://www.ifw-kiel.de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/09/world/middleeast/afghanistan-war-cost.html
https://sadat.umd.edu/sites/sadat.umd.edu/files/iraq_war_ad_2002_2.pdf
https://eprints.lse.ac.uk/114492/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/09/02/us-grand-strategy-ukraine-russia-china-geopolitics-superpower-conflict/
https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-ato/3488592-ukraina-podala-zaavku-na-clenstvo-v-nato-u-2008-roci-j-nikoli-ii-ne-vidklikala-stefanisina.html?fbclid=IwAR2HfPy1FihSysueALtIDphJAl4Yop7-VLUmALOf8bVXFMJNZSG7x6ln4gQ
https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-ato/3488592-ukraina-podala-zaavku-na-clenstvo-v-nato-u-2008-roci-j-nikoli-ii-ne-vidklikala-stefanisina.html?fbclid=IwAR2HfPy1FihSysueALtIDphJAl4Yop7-VLUmALOf8bVXFMJNZSG7x6ln4gQ
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Bucharest Summit) as this would involve them directly in a war with Russia. They are also 
right in rejecting liberal calls for regime change in Russia, which can perhaps be a tacit 
hope but not concrete Western policy as such. On the other hand, realists who lock 
themselves into a position of strict foreign policy restraint by default neglect the West’s 
interest and the nature of the conflict.  

POLICY GOING FORWARD 

Western policy until now has been wisely designed not to give Putin obvious reasons to 
escalate the war or to involve NATO directly. It should continue to do so.  

Ukraine’s initial insistence that Russia fired the before-mentioned rocket that accidentally 
hit Poland caused suspicion that Kyiv was trying to drag NATO into the war and serves as 
a reminder that Ukraine needs to be supported but not completely indulged. Ukraine’s 
vital interests will continue to differ from those of the West, which means a continued 
willingness to give Ukraine the weapons and finances to survive, but without a willingness 
to sacrifice Western lives and with adequate monitoring and conditionality attached to 
reduce the risk of corruption and uncontrolled arms flows. 

At the time of writing, Russia’s domestic politics and standing with its remaining 
international partners do not suggest that the Kremlin will escalate to a wider 
mobilisation or to the use of nuclear weapons. This may of course change – for example 
if Ukraine tries to retake Crimea – and thus the Western capitals must constantly evaluate 
the situation as it develops.  

Presently, it is premature to predict the course of the war, and one cannot exclude a 
Russian collapse on the military or on the home front either. The war may end in new 
(frozen) territorial lines of division and not necessarily in negotiations between the two 
warring parties. The war must be conceived as an evolving interaction, whereby the West 
enables Ukraine’s military capability, in turn testing Russia’s will and ability to bear the 
sacrifice for Putin’s imperial ambitions.  

Ultimately, arming Ukraine is necessary to restore deterrence to the European security 
system and thus a balance of power between NATO and Russia that is more stable.  

Russia’s conduct does not suggest that peace can be achieved other than by preparing 
for war. Now and in the foreseeable future, Russia must be convinced that Ukraine has 
the capability to repel future attempts to seize its territory to a degree where the Kremlin 
will deem trying as not worth the effort. 

https://spectatorworld.com/topic/biden-ad-libs-making-world-less-safe/
https://www.ft.com/content/d417ea8f-62ee-4bb8-966b-a85a98fc6b3a
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/11/russia-ukraine-negotations-mark-milley/672198/
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